environmental systems may resound with listeners in new ways, bridging transformations in the physical world around us with conceptual and emotional dimensions of our lives.
My field journal excerpts, such as the text above, are interspersed throughout this writing to offer a parallel, more evocative analysis of hearing "climate" and "change" in the natural world. I hope that this active listening report offers another kind of insight into the compositional approach described in the main body of the article. This music is built on techniques of environmental temporality and interrelated energy fluctuations, inspired by an uncommon way of listening to the natural world. The field journal offers a real-world account of this way of listening.
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Music is a time-based art form, and, like ecology, it operates on several temporal scales simultaneously. Composers work with sonic energy across time, and climate change music attempts to capture the multiply directed characteristics of environmental time into a human experiential frame. The listener can experience the complexity of climate change through soundhours, days, or decades of change set in counterpoint with real-time events. To help facilitate this experience, my music uses techniques well familiar from Western classical music, techniques found in the music of Ludwig van Beethoven, for example, where small motifs, larger phrases, sections, and macro form work together to move the music on multiple scales simultaneously (Kramer 1988) . I learned these techniques as a music student, and I apply them now to ecoacoustics.
In my music, time relates to some environmental parameter of change outside the music, giving it an extramusical grounding in the natural world. Such experiential sources may be widely shared among people who have spent time outdoors with environmental conditions such as wind, waves, snowfall, and so on. The music draws on these experiences.
Climate is the integration of the various weather systems in the environment, and in this music the multithreaded aspects of weather are represented through counterpoint. I treat climate as an ensemble, scoring the multiple systems as musical harmony. Climate structures occur across a spectrum of environmental conditions including cryospheric, atmospheric, hydrospheric, and biospheric. As the interleaved patterns of weather form climate across time, so do the contrapuntal layers of my music evolve into musical forms.
In a work such as Auksalaq (Burtner 2012) , the environmental systems of hydrologics and atmosphere interact as contrapuntal layers of the music. Real-time sounds are set to sonifications of data and performed by musi-cians using natural materials (Burtner 2011b (Burtner , 2016a . 2 The works analyzed here-Syntax of Snow, for amplified snow, bells, and electroacoustics (Burtner 2010), and Six Ecoacoustic Quintets No. 1: Water (Ice) , for amplified melting ice, water percussion, and electroacoustics (Burtner 2009 )-pursue a similar approach. I discuss this music within a philosophical framework articulated by Emily Brady (2003) , who builds on Immanuel Kant's theory of aesthetics and imagination, refitted for environmental aesthetics.
A look at the broader field of environmental sound art will help contextualize the analysis of specific works.
The river and the wind originate in the mountains, many miles away. Geographers describe these mountains as "young" and "dynamic." I imagine them that way, collapsing time in my mind to feel how tectonic forces push plates together and the earth's crust buckles and juts into an impressive ridge, rippling like the river in front of me, but on a geological timescale. Then in my mind I try to reconcile the scales of time. How does that tectonic dynamism shape the experience of this wall of wind/river noise in my ears?
-EcoSono Field Journal: Hearing Mountains Sing in the Sound of Wind and River
Environmental Sound Art
Composers have long sought musical inspiration in nature, depicting places and forces of the environment through instruments and dynamic musical forms. Ancient Alaskan composers of the Arctic imitated seals and geese to celebrate the animals in times of hunting through a form of vocalization called katajjak (throat singing). 3 Ancient Greek composers harnessed the wind and water to create musical instruments such as the aeolian harp and the hydraulis. 4 Millennia later, European composers depicted complex scenes and stories through orchestrated "tone poems." For example, Czech composer Bedřich Smetana's orchestral work The Moldau (1874) depicts streams that combine into the Vltava River as it makes its way to the North Sea. Smetana composes the intertwining rivulets of water, as they move toward the river.
La mer (The Sea) by French composer Claude Debussy (1905) explores the light on the turbulent surface of the ocean as a musical system. Debussy blends dynamics, timbre, and texture into a tonal painting of the sea. Such impressionist works reveal a fascination with the technology of transcription of the natural world into music. French composer Olivier Messiaen (1964) pushed the boundaries of musical transcription, using his outstanding ears and musical knowledge to transcribe the songs of birds in Catalogue d'oiseaux (Catalog of Birds), which he completed in 1958. Messiaen's bird transcriptions coincide with the emergence of the tape recorder as a musical technology in Paris (repurposed from its role as a strategic weapon used by the Nazis during the invasion of France). Tape music, or musique concrète, as described by its inventor, composer Pierre Schaeffer ([1952] 2012), gave musicians another technique for composing human-nature music through the ability to capture sounds of the natural world and manipulate them as audio in a laboratory.
The new audio technology and theoretical approaches of the 1950s and 1960s enabled a deeper relationship between the composer and the environment. Composers found new ways to describe nature as music and to recognize the changeability of the environment as part of the musical form. For example, in the 1960s and 1970s, Canadian composer R. Murray Schafer (1977 created music designed for outdoor performances in which the musicians and the audience were spatially situated in specific places and the sounds of nature were considered part of the musical composition. Schafer and his students, Barry Truax (1996) and Hildegard Westerkamp (2002) , created a new form of music called soundscape composition. In soundscape music such as Westerkamp's 1996 composition Beneath the Forest Floor, the sounds of the environment become musical instruments alongside electronically generated sounds. Such works use advances in theory and technology to bring nature and music closer together. These soundscape composers were also part of an environmentalism movement, and they connected artistic practice and political activism, lobbying against the advance of human industrial noise and the preservation of the natural world. I imagine how the steep mountain slope causes a temperature difference corresponding to the rapid change in altitude. The warm air rises and surrounding air is drawn in to fill the low pressure zone left by its passing. The result is a movement of air we experience as wind, and it carries with it the form of the mountains. I imagine how that contour is contained in the noise of the wind in my headphones. In this way, I can hear the shape of the mountains in the noise of the wind. The mountains sing through the wind.
From Environmental Aesthetics to Ecoacoustics
Emily Brady, a philosopher, describes in her book Aesthetics of the Natural Environment (2003) an "integrated" aesthetic in which the experience of nature is more immersive than distant. She decenters cultural aesthetics, placing the work of art alongside an equally aestheticized nature. She does so through the philosophy of aesthetics, creating a framework that balances the subjective and objective approaches to aesthetic appreciation. Environmental artists who try to bridge distinctly nonhuman environmental energy and human aesthetics find her work particularly helpful. Her theory of the "integrated aesthetic" challenges culture to take a secondary role in the production of aesthetics, giving the philosophy an environmentalist tendency. The integrated aesthetic moves the frame of art toward the otherness of nature. The implications of this theory are massive because, unlike nature, art often presupposes the comfort, pleasure, and entertainment of humans. Aesthetic appreciation shifts when confronted with a powerful, non-humancentered theory of art. Brady (2003: 121) writes: "The aesthetic situation reflects the complexity of environmental appreciation, where appreciation is more like a happening, and where that happening creates the conditions of the situation we are in." Indeed, the environmental music of the 1970s was indebted to the artistic genre of happenings in which multiple artworks unfold in parallel and in dialogue with one another. The musical proponents of happenings, such as John Cage and David Tudor, were also advocates for the use of everyday noise sounds as part of music. Brady's integrated aesthetics provides a philosophical framework for understanding an emerging ecological-acoustics approach to music. Happenings, electroacoustic technology, soundscape composition, and the environmental activism movement together form a foundation for ecoacoustic music.
In the 1990s I started composing musical works that brought together experiences of my youth in Alaska with my studies of music, technology, and philosophy. As a music technologist, I developed ecoacoustic approaches out of a love of my native environment. But as the effects of climate change began to dramatically reshape the Arctic, and as it became clear that the transformations we were experiencing in the north were only the first signs of a massive global shift of climate, my regionally focused music found a more global political purpose.
Works such as Sikuigvik (The Time of Ice Melting) (Burtner 1998; MiN Ensemble 2001) for piano and ensemble today feel more like fearsome elegies for the loss of ice than the celebrations of the harsh beauty of the Arctic environment I intended. In 2010 I revisited the harmonic system of Sikuigvik to compose Iceprints, a work for piano and electronics using recordings in the Chukchi Sea and sonifications of ice-extent data. In this piece, the ice deformations play the piano through a process of sonification, and the harmonic modulation is driven by climate change across forty years (Burtner 2010) . In 2015 I composed Threnody (Sikuigvik). The title of the work alone reveals how my own experience of climate change has shifted. The techniques I developed out of a search for beauty became tools for activism that I now deploy in collaboration with politicians and scientists.
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The places where I grew up were rapidly transformed as glaciers and the polar ice melted. Global warming brought new foliage and fauna into the region, and animals disappeared. Meanwhile, human development threatened a sustainable human lifestyle that had been dominant for thousands of years. Ecoacoustics became a multifaceted form of conservation that at once preserved and documented places in time and also proposed positive forms of humannature interaction with the hope of finding a sustainable future through music.
The air, moist with evaporated snowmelt, rises up the mountain slope and flies off above the peaks, cooling rapidly until the moisture in the air dews and forms clouds. The mountains collect cloud cover throughout the year, and the clouds shed precipitation in the form of snow. The snow builds up and compresses under its own weight into glacial masses. During the summer months, the glacier ice melts and flows down the mountain. The landscape shapes the movement of the water and collects it together into this river. The water carries with it the form of the mountains, and that contour is contained in the noise of the river in my headphones. I can hear the mountains singing in the sound of the river.
Composers have often created new musical approaches sympathetic to the sciences or philosophies of their time. Like musical serialism (Perle 1977; Schoenberg 1925 Schoenberg , 1975 or spectralism (Grisey 1974-85; Fineberg 2000; Harvey 2001) , ecoacoustic music offers an aesthetically flexible method for composing. This makes it highly useful as a pedagogical tool for exploring climate change through music composition. Using semiotics, sonification, and electroacoustics, I explore the orchestration of human-performed environmental systems (Burtner 2011a (Burtner , 2011b . These techniques for scoring climate change as music are best described through a look at specific musical works.
The musical score for Syntax of Snow (Burtner 2010 ) for snow and bells offers the performer and listener a way to connect environmental change and music through the intricate performance of musical snow. Musical notes couple with invented graphic symbols describing specific gestures performed on the snow. The upper staff shows the glockenspiel notes, and the lower staff shows the snow gesture and hand motion. The performer plays the bells with a mallet held in one hand and the snow with the other (gloved) hand. The snow is amplified by microphones so that the sounds balance with the glockenspiel in performance. The two hands are coupled such that each note on the glockenspiel corresponds to a movement in the snow. In this way, the notation extends the syntactical musical structure to the environmental material. For example, an E on the glockenspiel will always accompany a gesture of fingers lightly tapping on the snow. Each pitch class (A, B-flat, C-sharp, etc.) corresponds to a unique gesture in this manner.
The piece has been performed in concert halls or outdoors in the snow. In either case, the transformation of the snow through various states of melt The musical form models drifting, amassing harmonic material gradually. Each new section builds on top of what came before, and the performer may choose to echo fragments of previous music at any time. In the score, the past material is differentiated by color, and the current material is notated in black. Late in the piece, the performer interprets four distinct layers of colored note heads, representing the amassed harmonic energy.
Syntax of Snow allows the changing material quality of the snow as it melts to create musical form. Transformation is an inherent characteristic of the snow "instrument" when it is brought into the musical work, rather than a parameter manipulated by the musician. By the end of the piece, the snow will have become damp or slushy, noticeably affecting the sound of the music.
We humans have more profoundly impacted the planet than any other animal before. Our presence, multiplied by billions, does change the shape of glaciers, the path of rivers, and the time of mountains. Humans alter the atmosphere in ways that drive new planetary conditions. These conditions not only melt the glaciers, but they alter every part of earth's surface.
In Six Ecoacoustic Quintets No. 1: Water (Ice) the musicians play tubs of water containing large chunks of ice. Microphones in the air, underwater, and frozen inside the ice amplify the vibrations generated by each performance gesture in air, water, and ice. The technology allows listeners to hear across the material threshold in a way they cannot with their normal hearing. Listeners may observe how the human energy ripples through various hydrologic states of gas, water, and ice.
A closer look at the score illuminates how this action is scripted. Four percussionists play the water with their hands, and the fifth player applies heat to the ice by pouring hot water onto it. The piece opens with the following four-measure sequence.
A unison quintuplet figure across a 5/4 measure leads to a free 5/4 measure of stirring and tapping the water, marked with a fermata. This is followed by a 3/4 measure of rest, also marked with a fermata, and the indication "wait for loud ice cracking sounds." The fifth player staff shows the intensity of the heat applied to the ice. In the first two measures the performer applies a very slight crescendo/decrescendo of heat that amplifies to full intensity leading into the third measure. The quick application of heat should cause internal cracking in the ice due to the rapid expansion of the molecules generated by the heat. When they hear the loud cracking the musicians move on to the 7/16 measure alternating on sixteenth notes. These first measures reveal several approaches to scored human/nature interaction. Precise rhythmic music notation (measure 1) alternates with evocative graphic notation (measure 2), and the performers listen to the material for cues (measure 3) and listen to one another as an ensemble (measure 4). Meanwhile, the fifth player applies some systemic force to the instrument, altering the conditions of the whole system.
Each measure reveals a distinct way of interacting with the environment. In the first measure the musician is asked to faithfully play the notated musical material, but the water splashes and ripples, creating aleatoric microrhythms and imprecision. The sounding result does not quite match the notes in the music because of the behavior of the water. The second measure gives a suggestive graphic notation, encouraging the musician to play with the water, not in spite of it. Here the relationship between the water and the performer is more consonant, but the invented graphical notation is less clear to the musician. To discover how to interpret the notation, the musician must actually play the water. The third measure instructs the musician to "wait," to wait for a sound. The score only provides a rest, a symbol of silence, but it says that the ice will create some sound as a result of the force of applied heat over time. The musician is asked to wait and listen to the world for a cue, to let environmental change trigger human movement. In the fourth measure the musicians respond in sequence. This measure is already difficult to play because the performers must alternate precisely at a sixteenth-note pulse. But the water is also distorting the precision of their articulation. To play this measure, members of the human group must be acutely in balance with one another and with the water. The measure suggests that human-nature collaboration requires a deep sense of both human and environmental agents.
These first four measures of the Six Ecoacoustic Quintets reveal an approach to human-environment interaction played out repeatedly in the 160 pages of the full score. Next, the percussionists lower metal tubular bells into the water and build a harmonic polyphony above and below the surface of the water. Like scientists taking core samples of ice, the musicians carefully measure the depth of the chimes, varying pitch and speed to create harmonies and polyrhythms. The polyrhythms eventually transform into unison pulsing. The fifth player continues melting the ice according to the heat intensity staff as, one by one, the performers fill containers of water, parceling out the melted ice into receptacles of various shapes and sizes. They shake these measured resources like rattles, expanding the original rhythmic motif into a canon. The music is particularly impactful when experienced as a performer. For this reason, I composed an accompanying score that can be performed simultaneously by any number of musicians or even by untrained audience members. This accompanying score maintains the experiential and performative traits of the music without being highly technical. For example, here is one page from the Six Ecoacoustic Quintets No. 1: Water (Ice).
Just as I puzzled about how the dynamism of mountains is contained in the sound of the wind and river, I now wonder how my listening here on the edge of the river is a performative action that could alter the shape of the mountains. Human activity drives global climate change, so if billions of people could hear the music of the environment the way I hear it now, would it change the way we behave on the planet? Would it change the planet?
-EcoSono Field Journal: Hearing Mountains Sing in the Sound of Wind and River 
Conclusion: Toward a New Tonality of Climate Change Music
In the EcoSono Field Journal excerpt I ponder the relationship between one person's listening experience and climate change. Using an imaginative extrapolation of the experience, I wonder how the actions and thoughts of one person might be shared by others, perhaps even by billions of people. In a time of human-caused climate change, we understand abstractly that our collective behavior alters the world and that we can no longer underestimate the impact of human action on the planet. Every action, every tendency, every thought is likely shared by others. We humans are so numerous and the speed of our technology so fast and impactful that we can change the planet relatively quickly. Considering this understanding, how might listening be a starting point for activism? The EcoSono Institute set up the conditions for that listening experience, and those of us who heard the sound of the wind and river that day were changed by it. It was a planned action that could be repeated, and it leads to a repeatable creative practice. Through Brady's framework of an integrated aesthetic and the ecoacoustic works described here, a new musical "tonality" emerges. Some tonal structures are widely understood by humans because of the physics of vibration, and the physiology of the human ear allows us to differentiate between degrees of harmonic and inharmonic vibration. Ecoacoustics also relies on human physiology and a widely shared understanding of nature to create an aesthetic experience. The listener's experience with nature provides a foundation upon which the composer can build the musical artwork.
For example, in daily life, people may not think about the wind even as it envelops them and fills their ears with noise. But a musical artwork using the wind as an instrument will trigger memories of the real wind in the listener. This hypothetical wind music will ask the listener to aestheticize the experience of the wind by connecting those memories to an artistic experience. In this way, the artwork relies on the listener's preformed experience of wind. The wind is the shared structure around which the listener and the artwork connect.
In this manner, ecoacoustic music frames an experience as a work of art and simultaneously relies on the inherent aesthetic attributes of the human experience. In the musical context, sonified energies from the natural world, such as the sounds of wind, a river, a sand dune, a glacier, and so on, become tonal centers within which the composer can build a musical syntax. The tonality provides the pervasive connective fabric of the music, the perceived logic of its operations.
Most people experience climate change through the gradual transformation of places they know well, perhaps the place where they grew up or one they have known for a long time. In a time of rapid climate change, we are confronted with the fragility of our habitats. Many will experience a sense of loss for the places they once knew-forests, coasts, wetlands, glaciers, lakestransformed over a period of decades by climate change. Ecoacoustic music can draw on this shared sense of connection to place. Like a song that elicits emotion as we personalize the music, connecting the lyrics to our unique life situation, climate change music can connect an ecosystem with a personal experience of environment. 
